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A PLEA
The reports to be found in this edition
show the Glamorgan Area is thriving,
both at the Area and Group level.
However, there is one notable exception. Last year’s AGM failed to elect a
replacement for Tony Yule as Chair of
the Area. Les Meachin stepped into
the breach but has made it clear that it
was in an acting capacity, just for this
current year. So again there is a need
for someone to step forward. Please
do think about it.
The AGM will be in November at Parc
Slip (see below). First of all, do come
along and and find out what is going
on and how you might get involved.
Secondly the date gives you time to
find out about what being the Chair
might require, before volunteering.
Diane Davies (Editor)

CHAIRMAN
Hi All,
I hope you all had an enjoyable summer walking. As acting Area Chairman I would like to tell you how I got
involved with walking and why it is
now special. When I retired fifteen
years ago my wife and I decided to join
the Bridgend Ramblers in order to

Ramblers Board of Trustees with Hugh Irranca-Davies, Angela Charlton (Director,
Ramblers Cymru), Chris Evans (Chairman, Woodland Trust) and members of Maesteg
Ramblers around the ‘Miner’ (see Maesteg Group report for more details)

keep fit and see the local countryside.
Socialising and making new friends
has been an added bonus. After leading a number of walks I was asked to
join the committee as the Footpath
Officer. Walking is now a part of our
lives. It is the local group committees
that organise the walk programs, the
social events, and represent The Ramblers to the local council. The Area
committee organise the groups’ finance, discuss problems and successes

with footpaths and matters such as the
environment, membership, events,
General Council and Welsh Council
attendance and reports. I would encourage walkers to join your local or
the Area committee. Women are underrepresented so come along to a
meeting to see if you may be interested
in joining; you are always welcome
and we need new members.
Les Meachin

GLAMORGAN AREA AGM (open to all members)
SATURDAY 9th NOVEMBER 2019 at

2:00pm

At

Parc Slip Nature Reserve, Fountain Road, Aberkenfig CF32 0EH
Speaker: Huw Irranca-Davies (AM for Ogmore and President of Glamorgan Area)
With a five mile morning walk starting at 10:00am from the venue
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GENERAL SECRETARY
AGMs & Area Events
Glamorgan Area AGM (held November 2018): Much thanks to Vale of
Glamorgan Group for hosting the
event and to the guest speaker Elena
Bianchi, Network Development Manager, Sustrans Cymru. There was a
vote of thanks to Tony Yule for his
three year term as Chair of Glamorgan
Area Council. The AGM failed to
elect a new Chair and at a subsequent
Area Council Meeting it was agreed to
pilot a rotating Chair. Many thanks to
Les Meachin for stepping up to the
mark.
Our 2019 Area AGM will be on 9th
November at 2:00pm at Parc Slip Nature Reserve, Fountain Road, Aberkenfig CF32 0EH and will be hosted by
Bridgend Group. It will be preceded
by 5 mile walk, starting at 10:00am
from the Centre. All Glamorgan Area
members are invited to attend: contact
your Group Secretary for details.
Ramblers General Council (April
2019) at Mercure Piccadilly Hotel
Manchester: Our Area attendees
were Ian Fraser & Alan Hancox. Delegates had a positive experience, with
only the lifts to complain about! Ramblers planned activities for the year are:
expanding support for volunteers; developing a regular cycle of major campaigns; growing membership and
associated income; transforming data,
digital and insight capabilities; and improving internal infrastructure.
General Council 2020 will be in Bristol
on 4th & 5th April 2020. Our Area
Delegates (expenses paid) are chosen
at our AGM (unless deferred to Council). Members interested in being Area
Delegates (first time attendees are
most welcome) should make themselves known at the AGM or through
their Group Chair/Secretary.
Welsh Council AGM (23rd-24th
March) at Nant Gwrtheyrn, North
Wales: Area was represented by delegates from Area, Groups (some, not
all) and our members on the Welsh
Council
Executive
Committee
(WCEC). Welsh Council 2020 will be
on 21st and 22nd March and is “local”
at Margam Park Discovery Centre.
Groups are encouraged to send their
delegate and submit nominations for
Area Delegates (again decided at Area
AGM).

Area Walk on Saturday 6th July
2019: This was hosted by Taff Ely
Group at Cambrian Countryside Park,
Tonypandy. It may have been the day (a
Saturday) or it may have been the fine
weather but the event was very well attended and a most enjoyable day. Well
done to the Taff Ely Walk Leaders who
had to revise their planned walks at short
notice due to unexpected forestry activity
in the area.
Ramblers News/Initiatives
· Changes to the Ramblers Privacy
Policy: to make the revised policy easier
to use and understand.
· Ramblers Code of Conduct: our values are to be welcoming, positive, empowering, inclusive, ethical, democratic
and
environmentally
responsible.
Group websites should have a link to
Ramblers Code of Conduct.
· Devolution, Organisational Design
and Location programme: to ensure
that Ramblers is fit for the future (relevant, responsive and modern) whilst also
recognising and retaining all the good
things about the Ramblers.
· Fundraising: this looked at community fundraising.

For full details of the above refer to
the Ramblers website. For future
updates register your email address
with Ramblers for newsletters.
Gwyn Lewis

TREASURER
Having reported last year that devolution of control over Area and
Group funding to Welsh Council
had become established, WCEC has
decided to relinquish this responsibility so that from the 2019/20
budget, Welsh Areas and Groups
will return to the direct control of
The Board of Trustees. This is administratively more straightforward
but it is a shame to lose local involvement.
Our funding request for 2018/19
was £8,000, with only one group,
Merthyr Vale, submitting a budget,
and Maesteg requiring no funding.
The Basic Allocation to groups was
£95 per group plus £0.99 per member (£95 & £0.98 in 2017/18). Total
Group funding was £3,632 (£5,450
in 2017/18).

· General Data Protection Regulation:
simplified and updated guidance.

With no change in our funding request, we planned for a deficit again
this year. However, I forecast that
we will break even in 2018/19, compared to a budget deficit of £1,522.
This will keep our reserves above
£8,000, just above the limit of 100%
of total expenditure.

· Volunteer Training/Roadshows: include First Aid and Walk Leadership.

For the first time in some years we
sent visitors to the General Council

· Ramblers Members App: use it to
discover some new led-walks, member
offers and articles on walking.
· Updated Insurance Guide 2018/19
and new shorter Incident Report Form.

9 Mths to
2017/18 June ‘19
Actual
Actual

2018/19
Budget

2019/20
Budget

Reserves b/f

9,320

8,203

8,100

8,452

Total Income

8,310

6,000

8,060

8,060

Group Funding
Newsletters/publicity
Practical work
Meetings
Admin
Other

5,450
3,121
404
392
10
50

3,632
3,102
116
656
26

3,632
3,500
1,100
950
400

3,396
3,500
1,200
1,000
300

Total Payments

9,427

7,532

9,582

9,396

Surplus/Deficit()

(1,117) (1,532)

(1,522)

(1,336)

Reserves c/f

8,203

6,578

7,116
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6,671

in Manchester, at a cost of £533. We
always budget for this, so I would encourage members from the group that
hosts the Area AGM, to take advantage of this opportunity.
I give comparative figures in the summarised Receipts & Payments Accounts shown in the Table on page 2.
Areas and groups are required to keep
their reserves (normally balances in the
bank) to no more than their total annual expenditure. As a charity, we are
expected to use our reserves towards
our charitable objectives. The expenditure that varies form year-to-year is
group funding and grants to projects.
We submit a budget to cover these
amounts and vary our funding request
accordingly. However, I would not
like to see our funding request fall to
below £8,000. So, this is a plea to
Group and Area Offices to identify
funding requirements to promote our
charitable objectives.
Our Budget Application for 2019/20
has been submitted, and is awaiting
approval. We have again requested
£8,000 total funding. Group funding
has reduced slightly to £3,396 (£3,632
in 2018/19). No budgets have been
received from groups. They are happy
to receive their basic allocations, with
the exception of Maesteg, who again
require no funding. By keeping the
Area funding request at £8,000, we are
forecasting a deficit for 2019/20 of
£1,336. This will reduce our reserves
percentage to 76%.
As always, I would like to thank
Group Treasurers, and the officers and
members of Area Council, for their
attention to financial matters. The
finances of The Ramblers are in good
shape at the moment, so that funding
is available for any plans we may have
to promote the enjoyment of walking
for the benefit of members and the
public.

blers work should make themselves
known to their Group Footpath Officer (contact details can be found in
printed Walks Programme and/or
Group website). The Footpath Law
training given by Ramblers Cymru
and/or Ramblers Roadshows are a
good taster for those interested; watch
out for announcements in Ramblers
Newsletters and Ramblers website announcements. Remember: better a
supported start with a mentor, than a
jump in the deep-end!
Details about Footpath orders and other papers are shown in the Table below.
Ramblers Campaigns
As Welsh Government (WG)’s plans
for improved access for Wales trundle
on, Ramblers Cymru have continued
to advocate for a Scottish-type access.
WG announced earlier this year that it
intended introducing legislation to:
·expand access to the coast and cliffs;
·create an all-Wales definitive map;
·repeal 2026 cut-off date for registering
historic paths.
·make access land and footpaths open
to horse riders and cyclists.
The first three are supported by Ramblers Cymru but the fourth is not as the
blanket approach adopted by WG is
objected to by Ramblers Cymru.
Recent Ramblers GB campaigns have
included Don’t Lose Your Way and one

Within Glamorgan Area we continue
to enjoy a stable and committed Group
Footpath Officer Team: many many
thanks for their efforts during the year.
That is not to say that we do not have
to consider succession planning and
any member interested in becoming
involved in this vital element of Ram-

Reporting/Resolving Path Problems

Glamorgan Area Group Footpath Officers have reported that cut backs to
Local Authorities Rights of Way
Teams means a much reduced level of
monitoring of footpath conditions.
More than ever Ramblers are the
“eyes” of local councils and we need to
report footpath problems, e.g. locked
gates, rampant overgrowth, missing
signs. Report problems by the Pathwatch app straight from your smart
phone or by computer by going online
to Pathwatch.
For details go to:
https://www.ramblers.org.uk/advice/pat
hwatch-report-path-features-and
problems.aspx.

Where possible, through practical footpath, work we should work with Local
Authorities to fix a problem.
Currently Glamorgan Area Group
Footpath Maintenance activity is
patchy, varying from regular, co-ordinated teams to individuals snipping
brambles on a walk. Groups wishing
to get involved in path maintenance
projects but do not know how to begin
should contact Oliver Wicks at Ram-

Footpath Orders/Papers received from Local Authorities via Ramblers
(London) August 2018 – July 2019
Type

Number

Local Authority

Extinguishment/Stopping
Up
Diversion

1

Cardiff (1)

9

Creation

20

Temporary Closures (not
always sent to Ramblers
London)
Consultations (not
including those sent direct
to Groups)

10

Bridgend (1); Cardiff (2); Merthyr
(1); Swansea (3); Vale of Glam
(2)
Bridgend (11); Cardiff (1);
Merthyr (3);Neath Port Talbot
(4); Vale of Glam (1)
Bridgend (10)

Ian Fraser

FOOTPATH SECRETARY

on the Agricultural Bill (refer to Ramblers website for campaign details) and
Ramblers have fostered partnerships
with Living Streets, Sustrans and various cycling organisations to promote
active travel.

9

Neath Port Talbot (2); Swansea
(3); Vale of Glam (4)

Note: the above stats for Merthyr do not include a large number of creations that are
under consideration at Public Inquiry which starts next May and could take ten weeks.
(Yes, ten weeks. No objections are being raised by Ramblers, but will be interesting to
see how it is managed by the Inspectorate.)

Contact your Group Footpath Officer for details of the above Orders.
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find information at the drop of a hat.
Some groups directly link their website
to the walk finder, which can help their
own members find their way to the
start of a walk with a built-in map
showing the location and the estimated
finish time.
The other useful part of the walk finder
is Ramblers Routes which are selfguided walks compiled by Ramblers’
members. These can be useful if you
want to find a local walk, say when
you are on holiday. I have done this a
number of times and found each one
contains a lot of detailed information
about points of interest on the route.
They can also be useful to walk leaders
for ideas for walks to go into their
group programme, either by using the
route directly or as a basis for a walk.
blers Cymru. In addition to advice
there may be funding available for
equipment.
Gwyn Lewis

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
In the twelve months to the end of July
the membership for the Glamorgan
area decreased by four to 2393. This is
a disappointing result compared to a
thirty-nine increase this time last year
and an annual increase of sixty-five in
the year 2018. In percentage terms this
represents only 0.5% and could be reversed in a month as we attract about
thirty new members most months.
Our performance is consistent with the
national (both Welsh and GB) picture
with Wales showing a loss of 0.8% and
Great Britain 0.4% during 2019.
The performance within our groups
varied, with mostly small positives balanced by small negatives. The standout numbers in 2019 are a loss of
eleven members by Tiger Bay and,
obtusely, a gain of nine members not
affiliated to any group. Swansea have
consolidated their membership at
above four hundred and Tawe
Trekkers are continuing their growth
spurt. With Neath Port Talbot and
Bridgend remaining positive there
must be something in the waters of
Swansea Bay!
With our population density you will
not be surprised that we are the largest
Area (in number) in Wales. We are
also in twelfth position in the league of
GB Areas, having been ‘promoted’ in
the last year from fourteenth.

Hopefully our loss of membership, although minimal, will not be a continuing situation. All we can do, as
members, is to ensure our groups are
welcoming and provide a variety of
walks to attract new members and hold
on to the one’s we have got. Let us see
if we can turn it around in the coming
year.
Allan Morgan

PUBLICITY OFFICER
This is my second report as Area Publicity Officer. I would like to focus on
two things: the use of Group Walks
and Events Manager (walk finder) and
the use of press releases.
I have been encouraging groups and
their members to make use of the walk
finder which can be found on The
Ramblers website on the left under
‘Where do you want to walk?’ If you
enter search details, this will give you
a list of group walks and self-guided
Ramblers routes entered by Ramblers
volunteers. The amount of detail
about group walks is dependent on
what each group enters. In my opinion, the more the merrier because, after
all, anyone who is a member of The
Ramblers is entitled to walk with any
group of their choice. For example,
you may decide to go on a walk at
short notice based on the weather forecast the night before and, therefore, it
may be inconvenient to ring up the
walk leader to find out the time and
start point of the walk. In the age of
the internet people expect to be able to
4

Press releases are a conventional way
of promoting the walks and events of
groups. Last December I issued a
press release to promote The Festival
of Winter Walks on behalf of the Glamorgan Area. It was sent to Ramblers
Cymru and Walk Magazine. I would
urge all groups to issue press releases
regularly. I know some already do so
and have built up a relationship with
their local media. The addition of
photos taken by members on walks can
be a useful supplement but remember
you need the consent of those featured
in the photo to comply with data protection regulations.
Richard Beale

WALKING ENVIRONMENT
OFFICER
You will not be surprised, given my
previous reports, that I have nothing
to report again this year. My other
personal activities have prevented me
from being as proactive as I would
wish but I live in hope that Group
Walking Environment Officers will
find and pass on something worth
fighting for. I repeat my usual plea for
members to volunteer for these (or
any other) posts in their own groups
to help keep our eyes and ears on local
affairs that might impact on our enjoyment of the countryside. It need
not be an onerous job (as I have
proved!) but having people in post
might prove invaluable if an issue
should arise that required us to take
action.
Mike Kohnstamm

GROUP REPORTS
BRIDGEND
Our Sunday short walks (5-6 mile)
continue to be popular and we have
added similar walks on alternate
Wednesdays throughout the year.
This group uses the Google Groups
service to send details of the walks to
all members of the Group by email,
thus removing the need for a separate
meeting point. Our short walks are
usually graded easy or moderate but
this does not mean there is never a
little bit of hard in them.
Some of these are memorable: the
Garw walk last December was an example of this when, in dreadful weather (mist and rain), we scrambled up a
gully to the top of Mynydd y Gelli
where the poor visibility meant we had
to navigate using the numbers on the
wind turbines (did we ever find
number 13!). Thankfully we did it!
The descent was also a challenge and
the warm and dry pub in Blaengarw
was more than welcome. However,
the same walk in the summer gave us
spectacular views over Swansea Bay
and the Severn Estuary. We were even
able to view the Red Arrows performing for the Swansea Air show, albeit
from a distance. Social events have
included a quiz night, a Christmas dinner and lunch after our annual New
Year’s walk from Porthcawl. A coach
trip to Stratford upon Avon was also
organised.
Having gone to the Alps the last few
years, this year a small group made
their destination of choice Austria,
staying in the small town of Neustift in
the Stubai valley, about forty minutes
south west of Innsbruck. At the head
of the valley is the Stubai Glacier and
at the foot of the valley is the town of
Mieders. The Berghof Hotel was their
base, right next to one of the cable cars
- very handy! The hotel provided all
meals including a packed lunch. The
walks varied enormously, flattish
farmland in the valley bottom with
more demanding mountainous areas
including a walk on the glacier. Getting about was extremely easy as visitors were given a card which allowed
free travel on all the buses as far as
Innsbruck as well as on all the cable
cars.
The Grawa Waterfall, the widest waterfall in the Eastern Alps was quite

spectacular. Above this was a beautiful mountain meadow where two other
waterfalls fed the river that eventually
fell over the waterfall. At the top of the
valley was Mutterberg where two cable
cars carried visitors to the peak at
3210m. After climbing the metal staircase, getting slightly breathless, to the
viewing platform at the top of the Jochdole (mountain) it was worth it as the
views were spectacular in all directions. On a later day they went up to
the glacier and walked down in very
misty conditions, luckily the route was
well signposted and nobody died! Last
is the Pinnestal valley, a relaxing hours
walk from the top of the cable car
dropping to a restaurant from where
they walked down the valley coming to
the “split stone”, a massive rock split
from top to bottom and “held in place”
by two statues made of local stone.
(Really the rock was secured by two
massive bolts drilled right through the
rock but don’t tell anyone!). If nothing
else, the walk was worth it just to see
this.
Thank you to all our members attending our many walks and the leaders for
their efforts in providing the walks.
John Sanders

CARDIFF
As usual the most important aspect of
our work continues to be providing a
varied programme of walks for our
members. Thanks must go to Gwyn
Lewis, our Rambles Officer, for ensuring that we have an abundant and varied choice of walks. Thanks also to
Margaret Wallis who produced a fam-

ily walks programme and a bilingual
leaflet to publicise it. Thanks also
must go to Andrew Price who has
taken on the job of Programme Editor.
However, the biggest thanks must go
to the many members who volunteer
to lead these walks.
We offer walks on Fridays, Saturdays,
Sundays and, of course, on Wednesday which still remains still our most
popular day. Then, in addition, we
have the Thursday evenings walks during the summer. Walks range from
easy five-mile walks organised by Eddie Thomas once a month on a
Wednesday, the Thursday evening
summer walks and leisurely six-mile
strolls of the Friday walks up to the
strenuous all-day walks that form one
aspect of the weekend and Wednesday
programmes. The monthly Wednesday summer coach trips continue to be
very popular and are often over-subscribed and again Leighton Hill organised a Saturday coach trip, this one to
Hay on Wye. Richard Garman and
Alan Parry continue the invaluable
work of organising walks for the visually impaired in conjunction with the
RNIB.
Linda Hall and Eirwwen Salisbury organised a very successful fortnight
away again, this year to Port de Soller,
Mallorca with over forty enjoying a
programme of walks and sightseeing.
Thanks to both for all the hard work
that is involved. It turns out that the
trip would be the last one that Linda
will organise as she is giving up the
demanding job of being the chief organiser. She has been instrumental in
organising these fortnights since the
early 2000s and all of us in the Group
owe her a huge debt of gratitude for the

Cardiff Ramblers following Hadrian’s Wall west of Housesteads at the end of May
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work she has put in to make the trips
so hugely popular with members.
Roma Whiteley organised another
very successful back-packing walk.
This year it was the second half of A
Pennine Journey, a national route inspired by a walk Alfred Wainwright
did in 1938. The walk took the party
from Housesteads on Hadrian’s Wall
west of the Pennines back to Settle in
Yorkshire. It was, for those of us who
did it, a much wetter experience than
last year’s trek across the Yorkshire
Dales and into Northumbria.
As well as our six-monthly programme
booklets, we have a newsletter,
WalkTalk, edited by Gillian Masters,
that goes out to all members. In addition, Gwyn Lewis independently sends
out his own weekly e-Newsletter
which enables a substantial proportion
of our membership to get the latest
news. Our Facebook page continues
to flourish although we continue to
seek a Facebook aficionado who might
help us use our page a much greater
extent. Mike Kohnstamm is also in the
process of revamping the website to
make it more attractive to visitors and
to ensure that it will be easier for any
future webmaster to run it.
Gwyn Lewis, as our Footpath Officer,
continues to monitor footpath issues
and alley-gating proposals, submitting
responses where necessary. Diane
Davies, as Walking Environment Officer, has responded to a number of
pre-planning application consultations.
Diane Davies

CYNON VALLEY
Our last AGM in October 2018 saw
changes to the Group committee: Allan Harrison, after long service, retired
from the post of Secretary and Neil
Weaver stepped down from the post of
Programme Officer. Thankfully, Allan
and Chris Harrison took on the important work of organising the Walks Programme, while Graham Hughes took
on the role of Secretary. We are indebted to those Group members who
give up their free time and effort on our
behalf but a special thanks must be
given to the walk leaders who strive to
provide the variety of walks that everyone can enjoy.

Cynon Valley Ramblers on the Pembrokeshire Coast in March

Whilst our membership remains
steady at one hundred and fourteen,
the same amount of people going as
joining over the year, new members to
the group would be very welcome.
The reasons why people leave The
Ramblers are varied but here sadly I
must mention the death of one our
long-standing members, Pamela Fogg,
after a long illness; I know she will be
greatly missed.
A Christmas meal and social took
place in December, again at the Brynffynon Inn, Llanwonno and, although
well attended, the numbers were down
from the previous Christmas. Another
Christmas meal was enjoyed by a
small group of Wednesday walkers in
Ystradfellte and, although two members were taken ill during the meal, I
hasten to add it was nothing to do with
the cooking, both are now fit and wellenough to continue walking.
The Wednesday, Thursday evening
and weekend programmes contained
coastal, inland, train journeys and
mountain walks with excellent support
from a core of active Group members
plus the occasional visit from members
of other groups. The shorter Thursday
evening walks have proved to be so
popular with members that they have
been extended into late August and we
have to thank the volunteer leaders for
being prepared to do the extra work
required. The Glamorgan Area Walk
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in July, hosted by Taff Ely, and joint
walks with Swansea (twice), Merthyr
and Taff Ely gave our Group members
the chance to meet new people or catch
up with old friends. Again, credit must
be given to the leaders for looking after
the increased number of walkers on
each day. Another walk undertaken
recently by four of the Group was the
Three Castles Walk around Skenfrith
Castle, White Castle and Grosmont
Castle in Monmouthshire.
During this year we have had breaks in
Dolgellau (for Cadair Idris); Newport
and St David's in Pembrokeshire and
in the Snowdonia area for Mount
Snowdon. Each of these breaks was
well-attended by walkers and non
walkers and, as expected, some of the
walks were tough but each break was
considered to be a welcome addition to
the walks programme helping towards
the physical and mental health of those
who took part. An enduring memory
is the enthusiastic but not always tuneful singing that took place in the evenings after a walk: mainstream choirs
have nothing to worry about.
Another memory was a walk in Langland Bay area followed by a barbecue
on the beach on a sunny day. Future
breaks being organised are Porthmadog in September and an overseas trip
to Lagos, Portugal in May 2020.
Graham Hughes

MAESTEG
Again this year has been fairly straight
forward with the continued success of
the Wednesday group achieving more
success with new members than the
Sunday group, perhaps because the
Sunday group do the longer, more difficult walks and travel further afield.
This year we have attracted several
new members. The Wednesday walks
are still very well-attended and continue to focus on local shorter walks and
we try to encourage people recovering
from injury or illness to join these
walks. We still join with other Rambler groups on their walks; this has
become a regular event over recent
years and gives us an opportunity to
meet members of other groups.
In July we were contacted by our AM,
Mr Hugh Irranca-Davies, who is also
Vice President of Ramblers Cymru. to
organise a short walk around the Llynfi Valley for the Ramblers Board of
Trustees who were visiting Cardiff.
On 13th July we welcomed the Ramblers Board of Trustees to Maesteg
and, following the initial introductions, we proceeded on the walk. We
had decided to take them on a circular
walk showcasing the redevelopment of
the old coal tips and visiting our new
iconic “Keeper of the Collieries”
which is a 10ft tall carving of a miner.
On route we passed the new comprehensive school built on the site of the
former Maesteg Coal Preparation
Plant which served the collieries in this
area, continuing upwards to the ‘Miner’, and here we met the Chairman of
the Woodland Trust, Chris Evans,
who explained how they had planted
indigenous trees including an orchard
and walkways, to transform the coal
tips into an area for everyone to walk
and enjoy. We were pleased to have
the chance to showcase the Llynfi Valley and all that it has to offer the Ramblers and general public alike.
Neil Perry

MERTHYR VALLEY
The past year has seen Merthyr Valley
go from strength to strength. We have
increased our membership, maintained community links and developed
the structure of the group.
The AGM in October saw the election
of a new Chair and Social Secretary.

“What time did you say the train was coming?”: Merthyr Valley Ramblers at Llanerchayr
in May

Both current post holders stood down
due to a combination of work and personal commitments. Many thanks to
Mandy Hammond for holding the fort
for the year and to Lynne Green for
her hard work and commitment over
the past eight years. Cath Yeatman
was elected as Social Secretary and
Alan Hancox as Chair. Alan has
quickly settled into the role providing
strong leadership and vision for the
development of the Group. He has
also attended meetings of both Welsh
Council and General Council.
2019 got off to a great start with thirtytwo walkers enjoying the first walk of
the year from Penderyn to Sgwd Yr
Eira Falls on a crisp, frosty morning.
Increased membership has generated
new walk leaders and consequently
new walks and the programmes continue to reflect a wide range of walks in
a variety of locations. Well done Jackie and Derek for completing the leadership course. Walk numbers have
remained consistent and we have
again enjoyed the company of many
visitors from places such as Kazakhstan, North Carolina, Kent and Norfolk. The Tuesday walks programme
is now well established and beginning
to attract more walkers.
Grateful thanks to David who keeps
our web page updated with walk details and photographs and continues to
send reminders of forthcoming walks.
Thanks also to Alan H who advertises
walks and events and posts photos on
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Facebook. We have welcomed Jackie,
Catherine, Florina, Caroline, Judith,
Avril, Geoff, Paddy, Dave, Richard
and Neville as new members. Belated
80th birthday wishes to Colin and
Alan D who celebrated their eightieth
birthday this year and somehow managed to keep this a secret from us!
Our Christmas lunch has now become
a Festive lunch and, in January, thirtysix of us enjoyed a superb meal at the
Nant Ddu Lodge Hotel. This was
followed by the awarding of various
certificates celebrating some of the
most memorable events of 2018. A
huge thanks to Cath who took on this
mammoth task just after taking on the
role of Social Secretary – no mean feat!
The Christmas card collection went to
the Air Ambulance.
The May week-end was again a resounding success. From our base in
Penhros Park Hotel, we enjoyed fabulous walks around Aberaeron, New
Quay and Llanrhystud in glorious
weather. Many thanks again to Peter
for leading all three walks and Peter
and Dawn for organising accommodation and our Saturday evening meal.
Alistair continues to be member of the
council-led Stride and Ride group and
we have again provided a walk on our
programme to support the week of
activities which, this year, included a
Summer Solstice walk with an incredible sunset. We continue to enjoy our
walks with the children from Bridging

the Gap and their hospitality afterwards. It is a joy to watch them grow
and develop.
It has been a very satisfying year for us
and we look forward to building on
our successes. Grateful thanks to everyone involved in all aspects of the
group: walk leaders, walkers and committee members. Without you none of
it would be possible.
Christine Sloan

NEATH PORT TALBOT
This year, NPT Ramblers had the sad
news of the passing away of Russell
Pomford, a faithful group member
who helped in leading walks, many of
which were in the beautiful Gower
area of Swansea. Although in very
recent years Russell was unable to join
walks, he regularly attended our meetings and social functions. Russell will
be greatly missed by his fellow NPT
members.
A special 90th birthday celebration
was held at Graig-Y-Nos Country
Park Restaurant for Ken Jones a longterm NPT Group member. •A pleasant
and enjoyable afternoon was had by
all,
with
entertainment
being
provided• by a trio of singers. Although Ken is now unable to participate in the majority of walks, he
always comes along to social events
and, of course, is never without his
camera.

The Short Walks Programme was
again successful this year with bimonthly walks attended by a good
number of walkers. We are happy to
report that, overall, the long and short
walks welcomed new members in the
past twelve months. A big thank you
to Arthur Morris for his continuing
work and leadership with the shorter
walks.
NPT members•are constantly aware of
the need to ensure that, whilst walking
our public paths, such paths remain in
good condition and fit for purpose.
Members bring to the attention of our
Footpaths Officer, Terry Griffiths, instances of blocked paths or paths fallen into disuse due to vegetation
problems or locked gates etc.
Our group walked a footpath in July
2019 between Fforest Goch and Rhos
near Neath. The path had previously
been closed for over twenty-five years
due to landowner issues. Terry responded quickly making representations to the NPT Council Countryside
team who acted swiftly and now the
path is•walkable again. This path is
important as it takes walkers off a busy
main road footway which is unpleasant to walk due to heavy traffic. It is
hoped that the• residents in the area
will make full use of this reopened
path in the future. Many thanks to
Terry for his vigilance and hard work
in maintaining accessible footpaths.
During the past year the group enjoyed a stay in Manorbier near the
stunning Pembrokeshire coastline.
Beautiful walks including Angle Head

Neath Port Talbot Ramblers climbing The Cobbler in Scotland in January
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were enjoyed by members. Many
thanks•to Jean for organising the trip
and to Richard and Brian for leading
varied walks.
Socially in the last year the Group has
enjoyable get-togethers. We were given a wonderful welcome by Brian and
Wendy in their home to celebrate the
festive season, where we enjoyed a superb meal, flowing refreshments and
much merriment. In May, Richard
and Gwyneth gave us yet another wonderful welcome to their home providing a delicious buffet, endless
refreshments and a glorious afternoon
in their lovely garden basking in sunshine. A very big thank you to both
couples for inviting us into their homes
and for their generous hospitality. In
June at Blancos Hotel we celebrated
and raised a glass to wish long and
happy retirements to Richard, Linda
and Martin.
Finally a grateful thank you to Clyde
Urmston for his diligence in maintaining our NPT Ramblers website, Richard for his photographic record of
walks and sharing them with us, Terry
for organising the walks programme
and •every member who leads and contributes to the NPT walks programme.
Maureen Griffiths

PENARTH
The 26th•year of Penarth and District
Ramblers has been very successful year
once again. We seem to be welcoming
new members fairly continuously so,
despite sadly losing some old friends,
our membership has increased by fifteen or nearly 10 % (172 at time of
writing). So, if you are one of those
new members, welcome to our Group
and welcome to your first edition of
Glamorgan Rambler!
Our varied walks programme has continued thanks to our dedicated leaders
and this year, once again, included
walks ranging from Gower to the Wye
and the Beacons, and even in the Vale:
walks varying from as short as four
miles on Thursday evenings to William’s renowned 20+ milers! During
the autumn and winter we offered a
new category of walks led by Joy
Strangward, Shortish Strides, which
will be in the programme again by the
time you read this.

walks, we also provide these shorter
walks in a number of ways. A six-mile
walk every Saturday means people
know there will always be a walk
whichever Saturday they choose to
come. Even shorter walks are provided on Mondays and we cater for working members by providing evening
walks in the summer. More recently,
we have introduced ‘Figure of Eight’
walks, which provide a circular walk of
3-4 miles in the morning, stopping
back at the cars for lunch then a similar
walk in the afternoon. Members can
then choose to do one or both of these
walks and non-members are able to
test out walking with us; at the same
time an all-day combined walk for
members seeking a longer walk is provided. People who can only walk in
the afternoon or in the morning can
now do so with us.
Penarth Ramblers enjoying their trip to Lynton and Lynmouth in July

Particular highlights were: a walk led
by Rachel Armitage around the Pontypridd valley just before Armistice
Day when we saw the memorial at the
Rhondda Heritage Park Museum to
those killed in mine accidents; a trip to
Buxton organised by John Rimington
in May; and Clive Pleasance’s trip to
Devon (Lynton and Lynmouth) in
June attended by nineteen walkers
who all had a splendid time (see photo)
– some even camped! John and Clive
were at it again, leading two walks for
us as part of the Coast Path Festival.
Unfortunately John will be leaving
Wales to move back to Buxton in August; he has been a prolific leader for us
and his walks, and not least his baking
skills (he regularly bakes cake for his
walks and hands them out to participants), will be sorely missed. (Expect
some visitors John!).
In July we also enjoyed another of our
summer barbecues in Porthkerry Park
organised by Joy and expertly provisioned by Mandy Ewington and her
band of helpers. There was a walk
beforehand led by Joy and thirty attended the barbecue itself. There was
even a flypast by the Red Arrows!
Once again it went without a hitch and
everyone had a very good time. Luckily the weather was not as hot as last
year but still very good. Let us hope
this now becomes an annual event.
I cannot end without thanking the
members of our committee, the Group
would not exist but for them. Joy
continues to get us good coverage in

the papers and (with Nick’s help) on
the website, plus she continues to lead
the “Loppers and Choppers” once a
month, who do a great job clearing
paths in the Vale. Rachel organises
our walk programme and warns us to
avoid conflict with other planned
events (eg ‘Fan Dances’). Ann assembles and hands out our printed programmes. Geraint does a stalwart job
as Footpath Officer liaising with the
Vale and highlighting footpath problems. Krys looks after our social
events and organises the Christmas
dinner. Pam, as Membership Secretary keeps telling me of new members.
John and Jeff act as Secretary and
Treasurer. And this year we welcomed Josie and William as new
committee members.
Finally, of
course, my thanks once again to our
walk leaders who make it possible for
so many of us to have an enjoyable
day out!
Robin Pitcher

SWANSEA
Swansea continues to increase its
membership with thirty new members
up to July bringing the total to 426.
Membership churn can be significant,
as people move away from the area or
no longer walk, so we are continually
trying to attract new members to maintain the net increase. Ramblers GB
advice is that the public want shorter
walks, so while we continue to promote and support our longer Sunday
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Attracting the public to our walks requires advertising and we ensure, either in the printed programme or
especially on-line, that all our walks
provide a clear description of how to
get to the start of a walk, as well as
what that walk will be like. The walk
description is important to prospective
members and if it does not give them
the information they need, they will go
elsewhere. We place monthly lists of
programmes in places such as libraries
and look for other opportunities to
attract new members.
Social events form an important added
membership benefit which helps retain
and endear members to the Group.
Meals out are popular. Occasionally
we run coach trips for a walk. Weekend walking breaks to areas such as
The Malvern Hills and Ross-on-Wye
are a success with members, as are
overseas walking holidays but these
are unofficial Ramblers trips.
We recently purchased two-way radios
and encourage leaders to use these to
keep in touch with back markers for
early warning of potential issues such
as members in difficulty or the need to
re-group. We also have lightweight
emergency shelters in case of an incident on the walk.
Our footpath clearance party continues to work with the council to ensure
paths are open and usable. We are
also looking at the ‘Don’t Loose Your
Way’ initiative to register paths originally excluded from the 1949 legislation because Swansea Town Borough
Council, as an ‘urban’ borough, did
not have to register the paths in its area.

Over seventy walkers attended our Area Walk in Clydach Vale on Saturday
6th July, which offered four walks
ranging in length from 3 to 14 miles.
Panic followed the late news that Natural Resources Wales were closing
most of the paths we were intending to
use: much late reconnoitering!

Swansea Ramblers relaxing after one of their walks in June

Keeping in contact with members and
providing email updates is important
and more than one member has come
back to walking after receiving our
emails.
We look forward to yet another successful year as we increase our portfolio of walks to attract and retain
members.
Catryn Edwards

TAFF ELY

passed themselves in leading walks
with stunning scenery, including the
“Bomber Memorial Walk” in the Brecon Beacons and the “Blue Pool” near
Margam.
The Thursday evening
walks were extended into August, due
partly to the warm weather but also the
popularity of the walks. Various day
and short weekend trips were well supported throughout the year; these included a a weekend in Swanage, which
saw some highly variable weather over
the three days, and a day trip to Bristol
walking alongside the estuary and
which ended up in a pub that could not
serve any beer!

General: A large number of our
members attended the memorial service for Walter Jones. He was instrumental is the Group’s foundation and
our Chairman for many years.

Roger Dinham

TAWE TREKKERS
This year brought some fresh new faces
onto the committee, including myself
as Chairman. We are a small group
but have continued to maintain a
steady number of members and regular
walkers.
We have addressed some areas of concern in a positive way.• We now utilise
the Ramblers website for advertising
our walks and no longer have a costly
website that did not work for us. In
addition to this, we use a public Facebook newsletter page to advertise
walks and events. We also have a
closed Facebook group for members
that walk with us regularly to share
photographs and information.• We
have 'resurrected' our Instagram account to modernise our social medial
profile as well as to tempt new members by uploading photographs of some
of the beautiful places we visit.

Membership: Membership remains
fairly static with new faces making up
for the inevitable loss of members.
Acknowledging the aging demographic of our members, we are trying to
offer regular shorter walks, as well as
catering for those members who want
longer walks.
Social Activities: Christmas Dinner
at Miskin Manor Hotel last Christmas
gave the opportunity for our Chairperson, Brian Morgan, to present to
Daphne Little a Ramblers’ award for
her long service to the Group and Area
and for her organizing, more recently,
our successful “Saturday Strollers”
walks.
Walks: Figures show that we have
undertaken 97 walks, attended by
1,397 walkers, with a total of 8,700
miles. All these walks had something
to offer but walk leaders have sur-

Footpath Maintenance:
The
group’s footpath maintenance group
continues to inspect and clear paths for
Llantrisant and Pontyclun Community Council, as well as for RCT. Because the ‘Bunny’ leaflets that we
produced in 2006 are showing their
age, we have been working with local
councils and Ramblers Cymru, with
assistance from the Post Code Lottery,
to update these walk leaflets. A similar
set of ‘Badger’ leaflets are also being
designed for the Pontyclun area. The
intention is to make local residents
more aware of the walking opportunities in their area and to give them confidence to undertake the walks by
giving clear directions and the feeling
of a safe environment.

Daphne Little being presented with a
Ramblers award by Brian Morgan, Chair
of Taff Ely Group
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In December, we visited Upper Cwmtwrch following the The Miners Trail
for our 'Gluhwein Walk' and had a
fabulous Christmas meal in The Brit in
Cwmafan.• Easter weekend was spent
at The Urdd Centre, Llangrannog, a
little gem of a place that feed you well

blers groups visiting from the Midlands and Oxford, which for us
confirms that we made the right decision by switching to advertise on Ramblers website!
Helen Thomas

TIGER BAY RAMBLERS

Tawe Trekkers at The Green Bridge on their Castlemartin walk

and provides good clean accommodation.• Gill, our Social Secretary, lived
in the area for many years so we were
grateful to her for using her local
knowledge to lead all of our weekend
walks.• The gloriously warm sunny
weather set the weekend off perfectly,
with some dolphins and seals spotted
as we enjoyed the walks. We have also
attended an open-day at Hut 9 Island
Farm in Bridgend, an informative visit
to the former prisoner of war camp
which was originally built as a hostel
for workers employed at the munitions
factory in Brackla.
More recently we visited Castlemartin
Range West, which is normally restricted to military personnel.• Phil,
our Footpath Officer, had attended
one of their open weekends and was so
impressed he kindly arranged for an
exclusive group visit. Their friendly,
knowledgeable volunteers showed us
around this almost untouched rugged
coastline, which bears scars of military
firing but also boasts some of the best
flora and fauna in the area.• The linear
walk of around eight miles began near
the Green Bridge of Wales (see photo)
and followed the coast to Linney Head
and Frains Bay before heading inland
via Frainslake Mill and Brownslade
Farm.• A highly recommended walk
by everyone who attended.
With the lighter evenings we began our
fortnightly Friday evening short walks
which are always popular with folk
who cannot make the longer Sunday

hikes. Thanks to all our Friday
evening walk leaders, it is always a
good place to start and gain confidence in leading. We continue to take
'small steps' to improve membership
and encourage new leaders as friendships are formed and future plans
made for the continuation of the
group.
Continued thanks go to all our walk
leaders, without their commitment
and knowledge our group would not
survive.• We strive to plan a varied
programme and this year our Sunday
walks have been attended by an average number of between ten and fourteen per walk.• We have also had the
pleasure of visitors from other Ram-

Tiger Bay Ramblers in Georgia in June
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2018-19 has been another successful
year for Tiger Bay Ramblers with lots
of walks from short, new-member
strolls, strenuous walks in the Brecon
Beacons and the Black Mountains to
rail rambles in the South Wales Valleys. •In the summer months members
have also enjoyed local midweek
evening walks, mainly around Cardiff
and its environs. They have proved
particularly popular with new members. We also enjoyed a New Year
weekend at the youth hostel in Port
Eynon on Gower. Other weekends
away included a trip to Cambridge for
the Young Ramblers event and, later in
the year, a couple of camping weekends. In May, some members enjoyed
a few days camping and walking in the
Wye valley and, in June, we organised
a camping trip to Newport in Pembrokeshire with walks to Carn Ingli on
the Saturday and a coastal walk on the
Sunday. Also in June, eleven members
went on a ten-day walking holiday to
Georgia in the Caucasus. We did a
five-day guided trek in the beautiful
but remote Svaneti region, walking
from village to village, culminating in
climbing to the 3000m summit of Ushguli. We then took an overnight sleeper train to the capital,Tiblisi, where we
enjoyed some city sights and the usual

attractions before returning to Kutaisi
and the flight home. It is the furthest
TBR has ventured so far!
Later•in June, the group has its annual
BBQ to welcome new members and
we were able to join up with The Ramblers’ partnering of the Jo Cox Foundation and the Great Get Together; the
sun shone, the BBQ sizzled and there
was not a burnt sausage in sight.• It
was great to see some of the younger
Tiger Bay Cubs enjoying the afternoon.• This Group has also enjoyed
lots of socials including theatre trips,
concerts, afternoon tea, meals, a
Christmas party and a weekly cinema
programme.
This year one of our members went on
a Ramblers’ social media course in an
attempt to keep up with current trends.
It proved very useful and the information was passed onto our Social Media
Officer. We have been looking at our
marketing and material from the
course has helped change the way we
use photographs and other media to
boost our presence on social media
such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.• We are waiting with interest to
see the effect on our membership numbers.
In April, we offered a subsidised First
Aid course for our members, specifically tailored to outdoor rescue and emergency care. It proved popular and we
now notice that Ramblers Cymru will
be offering a free similar course, which
hopefully will prove equally popular
and useful.
Overall, our walks programme is looking very healthy with a wide range of
walks on the calendar. We are always
trying to get a wide variety of walks on
the weekends, both Sunday and Saturdays, and some mid-week ones in the
summer months. Another thing we
are encouraging our walk groups to
undertake is picking up any litter on
walks. So, going forward, we are optimistic that the group is thriving and
that we are attracting new members
from a wide range of backgrounds.

We have had a few people starting to
lead walks for the first time which has
been very welcome as established leaders step down.
We continued to offer a great range of
Sunday walks supplemented with
short summer evening walks on
Wednesdays and Tuesday walks in the
winter. We have been experimenting
with offering a four-mile walk, repeated in the morning and afternoon of the
third Sunday of each month, alongside
our normal Sunday walk to gauge demand and, so far, this has increased
our total Sunday walking turnout. Our
two weekends away to Kirby Lonsdale
in October and Malvern in May were
well attended and a great time was had
by all. In October we held our annual
“Ramble with a difference” where
teams navigate round a walk solving
clues. Our New Year’s Day walk finished with mulled wine and mince pies
and a tremendous turnout of thirty
eight walkers enjoyed hospitality at a
member’s house. In May we led two
walks in the Valeways Vale of Glamorgan Walking Festival: a great way to
publicise the Group. In June a group
of adventurous walkers met up with
leader Del at 1.15am to drive to Storey
Arms, ascend Pen y Fan by torchlight
and watch the sunrise on the summer
solstice. This was an amazing experience even though it was misty, which
added to the eerie atmosphere.
In November our Group hosted the
Area AGM at Welsh St Donats and a
gratifying twenty people turned up for
an interesting local walk around the
area before the meeting. At our AGM
in November, Gwion and Jackie were
elected as our new chair and vice
chair, following the sad death of our

previous Chair, Mike Carey, earlier in
the year. And in March we sent five
delegates to the Welsh Council, with
Gwenda and Ruth giving a presentation on how we communicate and engage with our members.
Group finances were given a boost in
April when Cowbridge Waitrose gave
us £397 as one of the local organisations they support each month.
The Group continues to have an active
presence on social media, alongside
our normal website information. We
now get lots of re-tweets and shares,
which hopefully attracts new members. In April we led a group of journalists for a walk along the Heritage
Coast at the behest of Ramblers Cymru, which resulted in good coverage in
the National Press and raised the profile of Ramblers and the local area. In
August we ran our usual stand at the
Vale Show on behalf of the Area,
showcasing the activities of Ramblers
including litter picks and footpath
clearances.
As well as attending the normal meetings with the Vale Council to liaise
about PROW issues, our Footpath Officer has organised several path clearances. We have also been regularly
arranging litter picking sessions in conjunction with Keep Wales Tidy which
we hope has generated some good
publicity.
Finally, on the social front our PreChristmas get-together, Winter and
Summer Meals and summer BBQ
have all been successful and well attended.
Mike Holley

Clive Busson

VALE OF GLAMORGAN
This has been another successful year
for the Group with membership numbers holding and very good turnouts,
throughout the year, for our walks.

Torchlight ascent of Pen y Fan by Vale of Glamorgan Ramblers to view the summer
solstice sunrise June 21st 2019
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